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l_ Introduction 

When a diatomic molecule M in a gas of per- 
turber atoms A is optically pumped from the 
ground state into a selected level p of an excited 
electronic state_ the flu0 rescence spectrum depends 
on the competition between collisional rela..ation 
and emission. The total fluorescence intensity from 
the excited electronic state depends on the rate at 
which mdecules are transferred by collisions from 
that state to the ground state (quenching) or other 
electronic states (intermultiptet transfer)_ The dis- 
tribution of the fluorescem ce over the rotational 
lines and vibrational bands depends on rhe rates 
of rotational and vibrational energy transfer (RJZT 
and VET) within the excited state The distribu- 
tion of the fh.iorescence over the spectral compo- 
nents of an excited multiplet is governed by the 
rate of intramuftiplet energy transfer, spin-orbit 
relaxation or multiplet-mixing, for short_ At pres- 
suresof = 1 atm or lower these relaxation processes 
occur mainly by binary collisions between M and 
a single perturber atom. 

The frequency of a binary collision process that 

transfers mokcules from level i to kvelj is given 
by the (apparent monomolecular) rare consranr k jj_ 

It is the probability per second (in s-j) that a 
given molecule in level i is transferred to levelj by 
a single collision_ This rate constant is propor- 
tional to the number density (= number per unit 
volume) of the perturber atoms. The rate anstants 
are related to the interaction forces between the 
molecule in the excited state and the perturk. 
which are of fundamentai interest_ Knowledge of 
the rate consfanfs for inelastic collisions is also of 
practical interest in the application of fluorescence 
to the diagnostics of gaseous systems and to spec- 
trochemical analysis [1,2]_ This is especially true 
when one wants io attain optical saturation_ 

We applied the stationary fhiore5cen ce method 
to study VEX and multiplet-mixing processes of 
YO moiecuIes that were selectively pumped by a 
tunable cw dye laser to a vibrational level of one 
of the A%,,,, doublet states. Free YO mole- 
cules were produced at a trace concentration in a 
premixed Hz-O, flame diluted oy Ar or N2. at 
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1 atm total pressure. into which an yttrium salt 
solution was nebulized [ l]_ The composition of the 
flame uas such that the main perturbers were Ar 
or N2 end H,O_ The equilibrium population distri- 
bution could be observed in the spectrum of the 

thermal A’II -X ‘2 emission bands. The devia- 

tion from the equilibrium distribution under 
pumping conditions was measured by analyzing 
the corresponding fluorescence bands. The per- 
turbed population distribution is related to the 
rate constants of coilisional energy transfer be- 
tween the pumped and the other observed levels. 
By tuning the laser frequency we were able to 
pump several vibrational revels in the A’fI,P_Tfz 
states_ From this set of perturbed population dis- 
tributions we determined relative rate constants 
for singte-step (c. -0) transitions under mu&&- 

collision conditions_ By determining indirectly the 
quantum efficiency of fluorescence and using the 
known optical lifetime_ u-e also obtained the abso- 
lute race constants_ 

We chose the YO molecule as object of our 
study because (i) the absorption bands of the 
A’rL + X “S transition lie in the visible range 
coveered by the povv-erful rhodamine 6G dye laser. 
(ii) the vibrational bands are well separated. 
whereas the Franck-Condon factors of the A’II 
- X ‘Z transition are close to unity fcr jr = 0 [3], 
(iii) the molecular constants and designation of the 
levels involved are well-known ]45]. (iv) the A’ll 
state has a sipniticzmt doublet splitting_ enabling 
us to measure mixing rate constants. (v) the optical 

lifetime of this state is well-known [3] and short 
enough to ensure a reasonable efficiency of fluo- 
rescence [I] in flames at 1 atm pressure. and (vi) in 
the flame yttrium monoxide is a stable compound 
because of its high dissociation energy [a]_ 

A premixed. shielded combustion flame com- 
bined with a pneumatic nebuiizer offers the fol- 
lowing advantages: (i) it provides a simple means 
of producing a uniform vapour of YQ molecuies. 
(ii) the existence of thermal equilibrium in the 
flame gas allows us to compare the rate constants 
of each process and time-revexxd procew with the 

detailed-balance relation [l]_ (iii) the observation 

of the thermal YO(A’lI) emission (in the absence 
of laser pumping) enables us to eliminate the 
Fran&-Condon factors and spectral sensitivity of 
the spectrometer in the evaluation of our flucres- 
cence experiments. and (iv) the high flame temper- 
ature T enables us to pump a fairly large number 
of vibrational levels by 2~ = 0 transitions from the 
ground state (the vibrational energy quantum is 
= iX_,T. where k, is Boltzmann’s constant)_ 

Disadvantages of the flames used are: (i) H,O 
molecules play a constant but unknown role in the 
relaxation studied. (ii) the relaxation time for the 
equilibration of the rotarional deo,ree of freedom 
is. on the one hand. too short to study RET 
collisions and. on the other hand. too long to 
ensure a partial Boltzmann distribution over the 

rotational levels when a single rovibronic level is 
pumped, and (iii) the flame gas pressure cannot 
easily be varied. In the following sections we shall 
describe how these disadvantages were dealt with 
in our experiments_ 

Quantitative experiments on VET and doublet- 
mixing processes of excited YO molecules have 

not yet been reported in the literature_ A -few 
qualitative observations on these processes have 

been reported by Linton [7] as a by-product of his 
investigation on the YQ(A’ff +X ‘2) fluores- 
cence spectrum The YO molecules were formed 
by the Y + 0, reaction in a low-pressure Ar-flow 
system_ In similar flow systems. quantitative ffuo- 
reseence experiments on RET and VET have been 
done mainly u-ith BaO(A’E) molecules [S-10]. 

Multiplet-mixing experiments have been done, for 
example. with electronically excited CdH [II] and 
BaCl molecules [12.13]. A preliminary description 
of our YO(A’II) fluorescence experiments has 
been published in ref_ 1141. whereas a full account 
has been given in ref. (151. 

The aim of the present article is to demonstrate 
the possibihty of extracting rate constants for 
single-step transitions between (0, JZ)-levels of 
YQ(A’Ii) molecules under multiple-collision con- 
ditions at constant total gas pressure. The results 
obtained in flames will be reported in section 5 

and discussed in section 6. 



2. Theoreticai basis 

1.1. specnwn 

Table 2 
Branches of _A,1-X transitions 

P-branch Q-branch R-branch 

The visible spectrum of the YO molecule has 
been known for a long time [4.16]_ It involves only 
a few electronic states. viz_ the X ‘Z a ground state 
and the A’%. A’II and B’Z’ states in order of 
increasing excitation energy- The corresponding 
transitions to the ground state lie in the red. 
orange-red and blue-green part of the spectrum. 
respectively. A very weak emission from the A’% 
state has been reported more recently fl7]. Due to 
admixture of the neighbouring A’FI state the opti- 
cal wzlection rules ar siightly relieved for this tran- 
sition.. Some spectroscopic constants are given in 
table 1_ which also explains the short-hand nota- 
tion (X. A,, A,.) used in the prcscnt paper for the 
electronic states of direct interest_ We note in the 
table the considerable spin-orbit splitting of 428 
cm-’ of the A’rl state. which belongs to Hun&s 
case a for most rotational levels that are markedly 
populated at our flame temperature [S]. 

A,-x I’,=: (Pa ‘0,~) (Q, +I&) R, 
A,-x Pr: (P,, i Q,) (Qz,+R,) R,, 

inxnsiry ratios n’ (1 + 3) : 1 

a) According to ref. [Sl. 

of the P-, Q- and R-emission lines having a com- 
mon lower rotational quantum number J”. These 
ratios apply for not too low J-values when the 
upper J’ levels and the sublevels of the ll-doubiets 
are equally populated (see section 6.3). With re- 
spect to the rather sharply peaked Q-branch. the 
P-branch extends to longer wavelengths (increas- 
ing with increasing J’). whereas the R-branch 
extends to shorter wavelengths_ 

Because the potential curves of the A,, and X We assume that in the absence of laser pumping 
states lie almost vertically above each other. the all level populations conform to Boltzrnann equi- 
orange-red bands are mainly grouped in two librium. We also assume that the collisional rate 
strong Au = 0 sequences. characterized by $2 - l/2. constants measured are unaffected by the pumping 
3/2_ Spin-orbit splitting in the X state is negligi- rate and are equal to the thermal rate constants 
ble f4]_ li-doubling is appreciable in the A, state that apply in thermal equilibrium. We note that 
but negligible in the Al state [4]_ Consequently, the pumping process affects only the relative dis- 
only four of the six possible branches are dis- tribution of the YO molecules over their internal 
tinguishable in each doublet-subsystem; two pairs states and that YO-YO collisions are ncggigible. 

of branches (e.g.. P, and Q,?) coincide. The desig- 
nation of these branches and of their combinations 

Between the thermal rate constant xiii(T) of an 
inelastic collision process that transfers the mole- 

(P_ Q and R) is given in table 2. This table also cule from level i to level j, and the thermal rate 
lists the approximated theoretical intensity ratios constant j?,;(T) of the time-reversed process we 

Table 1 
Spccuoscopic constants of YO (cm-‘) 

SlSlC Short qmbol 7; UC %-L B, a.2 

X’s+ a) X 0 8620 286 03889 0_0017 
A’d,,, h’ A’ 145312 794.0 323 0.3761 0*0017 

-**5,/z b, A’ 14870_4 794.9 33 03761 0_0017 
b, 

A-n,/2 b) Al 16315.8 823.0 3.4s W.865 0_0019 

A’&/Z A2 16746.6 820.0 338 03865 oslO19 

B2-H r, B 207419 765.0 7.75 o-3732. OJXi25 

-’ see ref. [S]. b’ see rd. (171. 



h;tve the dezaifed-&hnce relation [ 11: 

k,, ( I)+,, ( T ) = n;/n;. (2.1) 

Here n: and n; are the thermal equilibrium popu- 
lations of level i andj_ res~pcctively_ which obey the 
BoItzmann distribution law_ 

Let the indices i. j denote any pair out of a 
selected group. S. of N (,O_ r)-levels that belong to 
the A, or A, state. for which we want~t~ detct-mine 
the rate constants k,,. Let index q denote any level 
of the rest group. Q_ of e!ectronically excited levels 
that do not belong to S. and g any ground-state 
level_ The increment. Sn,_ in the number density n, 
( = number per unit of volume) of molccuIes in 
Ievel i is related to ths (positive or negativ-e) incre- 
ments in the other lev-el populations for given 
pumped !ev-eI hy the master equation 

[ 

.v 
f Ck,,sn, - C (k,, i cI,, j t is-; sfr, = 0. 

f 1-I I 
(2.2) 

Here -4, and iI_. are the Einstein co&icicnts (in 
s- ‘) for a spor&n~us transition from Ievvtl j and 
q_ respectiveiy. to level i_ Of course whm Icvct i 
ties above IcveI j or q. these coefficients are zero_ 
When we define k,, = 0 and A,, 3 0. the summa- 
tion XF_, extends over all N IeveIs of the selected 
group S. The summations Xq and Xz extend over 
all levels q and gV respcctivcly_ The coefficient &q 
denotes the sum of all rate constants of collisionai 
and radiative transitions from level i to any rest 
level q or ground level g_ For i = p we would have 
to add to cq_ (2.2) a term describing the pumping 
rate_ Since this rate could not be measured, we 
suppose i + p in this equation. 

For each choice of pumped Ievei p (called: 
pumping mode)_ we now have a set of (N - 1) 
linear master equations of the form of eq_ (2-2) 
with i = 1 __ __.N but fp. It is our general aim to 
derive the k,, values from the measured relative 
population in~~ernents by solving a sufficiently 
large number of such sets of equations_ each set 
corresponding to a different pumping mode- 

It may happen for some pairs of levels that even 

under pumping ccnditions the ratio of their popu- 
tations. n/n,. equals (approximately) the Boltz- 
mann ratio n:/n,’ although each n, and n, deviates 
from n: and np_ respectively. It follows im- 
mediately that then also SnJSn, equals n:/$_ 
Pm-Ml Boitzmann equilibrium is then said to exist 
between this pair of levels_ Using eq_ (2.1) we 
immediatrly see that the terms k,,Sn, and k,,Sn, 
occurring in the master equation then cancel each 
other (appro.ximately)_ 

’ T 1 Xwnerical sotzuion -_____ 
Even when we tty to solve an extensive set of 

simultaneous master equations by numericai meth- 
ods. the number of unknowns may still exceed the 
number of independent- observables. We shall 
therefore simplify cq. (92) by introducing some 
approximations. 

(i) We can safeIy negiect all terms involving 
non-zero Einstein coefficknts for spontaneous 
transiiions between r3xcitd statrs in comparison 
with the term W,Sn, which involves a spontaneous 
transition from level i to the ground state with a 
rate coefficient as large as 3 X 10’s_’ [3]_ (ii) The 
term & X-,Sn, describing the collisional excitation 
from the ground state can be safeiy neglected_ This 
hoids because - according to the detailed-balance 
relation_ cq_ (2.1) - k,, is much smaller than k,,_ 
which is contained in i<, whereas C Sn, and the 
relevant Sn, values are of comparable order of 
magnitude_ (iii) We will introduce an effective. 
overall rate constant k,; defined by 

k,, = ~kq,Snq/~Sn,- (2.3) 
P Q 

The total population increment of the rest group. 
Sn, = x;4 Sn,. is not known as we did not detect 
any radiation from the A’ state. We can. however. 
estimate from flu0 rcsccnce mcasurcmcnts the con- 
tributions to Sn, made by levels of the B and A 
states. We shall denote the latter two contributions 
by (Sn,), and (SnQ),,, respectively. Expressing 
the ratio between the contribution from the A’ 
Zevels. (SR~)~.* and (SnQ),, by an, as yet unspeci- 
fied factor & u-e have 

Snq’CSnq= (Snq)A +(Sn,),(l +.$)_ (2-4) 
4 



With the above simplifications and assumptions 
the master equation (2.2) reduces to 

(2.5) 

This equation relates. for given p. the measured 
Sn,/Sn, ratios and estimated SnQ,A%z, ratio to the 
rate constants k,, sought, 

In order to render the calculations tnctabie we 
shalt assume that the unknown 5 [contained in eq. 
G-4)] does not depend markedly on the pumping 
mode p- 

The ratios of the population increments. 
Sn,/Sn,. can be found from the intensity ratios of 
the fluorescence and thermal emission of the cor- 
responding vibrational bands. Sli/Z> and Sl,/lF_ 
We have. in the absence of self-absorption and 
saturation effects 

6n,/n~ = SlJl,C, etc., 

and thus 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

The equilibrium population ratio can be c&dated 
from the Bohunann distribution iaw at known 
flame temperature according to 

a+: = ( &&, ) exp( - Ej,/k J J_ (2.8) 

where cj and gi are the statistical u-eights. E,,( = E, 
- E,) 1s the difference of excitation energges of 
leveisj and i. Expression (2-S) is strictly vaIid atso 
when we disregard the rotational degree of free- 
dom, i-e_ when r;:, etc., reiates to the total equi- 
librium population of the ith (u, Qj-Eevel. summed 
over all rotational levels. In that case, Ei efc_, refers 
to the well-defined excitation energy of the lowst 
rotational Ievel in the considered (u. Ja)-level, We 
note that in this spectroscopic determination of 
the relative population increments, the 
Franck-Condon factors, l &e spectral sensitivity of 
the spectrometer and the observation volumes in 
the flu0 rescence and thermal emission measure- 
ments drop out- Aiso the pumping rate drops out. 

In order to solve N sets of (N - 1) indePendent 

linear equations. obtained with M different pump 
ing modes. the number of unknowns must not 
exceed M( 8 - I)_ fn order to relax this condition 
we shall ad hoc assume that I5$ is a constant. W. 
independent of i (ix__ the radiative and quenching 
rate constants are the same for all vibrational 
levels concerned). Furthermore. we shall content 
ourselves with solving for the normalized rate con- 
stants kij/iliI In this way the number of un- 
knowns is restricted to N’. We shall later test thii 
assumption and determine W from the experimcn- 
tai efficiency of ff uorescence_ 

2 ?_ 2 Solution by successiCe upproxinuz f ion 
As ZLII extra check on the rumerical results we 

wiil introduce here a more straightforward but 
cruder solution method which is based on succes- 
sive approximation and involves much simpler 
equations. Although the accuracy of this method 
may be inferior to that of the numerical method. 
this cross-examination may detect serious sys- 
tematic errors possibly made. 

In first approximation we consider. in additior! 
to the pumped level p, oniy a sin& neighboutins 
level i. Level i may be the vibrational level thaL is 
next (below or above) to the pumped level p 
belonging to -the same doublet component or it 
may be the same vibrational level belonging to the 
other component. We assume that level i is pogu~- 
lated only by a single coliisional transition from 
level p with rate constant kpj. The overall depopu- 
lation rate constant R is supposed to be. virtuaHy_ 
independent of i. [We note that this R differs from 
H$ introduced in eq. (2.2)-l Then. under stationary 
pumping conditions, the balance eqlration reads in 
first appro_ximation idequted by affix (X}]: 

From this equation we find k$‘/R, by using the 
measured 6n,/6n, ratio. for each of the three 
abovementioned neighbouring tevels i. By chaos- 
ing a set, T, of successive levels as pumped level p 
we obtain in this way a coherent set of k$‘/R 
ratios for al1 neighbouring level pairs (i-j) bdong- 
ing to set T_ Using these first-order ratios, we can 
find second-order ratius k$)/R from the extended 



balance equation 

k”‘& 
P’ 

, + c $!‘&I, = R&I,_ 

i 

(2_10) 

where i is a neighbouring level of pumped level p 

and the summation extends over the two remain- 
ing n+hbouring Ieds of i By varying p_ s 

before we obtain a set of X-fz’/R ratios in second- 
order approximation_ This procedure can be re- 
peated to obtain a third-order approximation 
k$‘/R_ and u, on_ until the series converges suffi- 
cialtlq-_ 

3_ Experimental details 

3_ I_ Experinrentai arrangement und measuring 

cozzdirions -L- 

3- I_ 1. I&me und nebuker 

^Ihs premixed. oxygen-rich HI-O,-Ar and 
H,-0,-N, flames at 1 atm pressure and with 
temperatures of 2lE 2 15 and 2290 f 5 K. respec- 
tively_ were produced by a M&er-grid burner [l]. 
The burnt gas composition was: = 50% Ar or N2. 
a% H,O and = 7% (CO, i CO;; the latter con- 
stituents were due to the combustion of the solvent_ 
The temperatures were measured by the usual 
Iine-rev-1 method using the Na--D iines and 
agreed with the vibrational temperatures measured 
on the Q-branches of the thermal (A-X, ti = 0) 
emission_ By scanning the laser wavelength over 
the (A_ 1~’ = 0 + X, r” = 0) absorption band and 
measuring the total fkxorescen ce intensity we found 
that the rotational temperatures in the ground-state 
also a~& with the above values_ The rotational 
Icvel populations in this state were independent of 
the pumping rate_ 

A pneumatic nebulizer (Varian Techtron) was 
attached to the centre of the burner bottom_ It fed 
the central _ flame with an aerosol of an 
yttrium-perchtorate solution in ethanol. contain- 
ing 0.6 ~/Eyttrium_ 

3- 1.2 Q-branch pwnping 

A cw iaser (Coherent Radiation model 590) 

with rhodamine 6G dye. pumped by an Ar+ laser 
(Spectra Physics modei 171) at 514 nrn. u-as used 
to pump a selected vibronic level of the A,,-stats_ 
We chose the Q-branch of the (A + X, AC = 0) 
absorption band for pumping. The laser band- 
width Ah,_ was 0.06 nm and the Jaser power uas 
= 200 mW, The laser beam was retxkreflected 10 
times so that the effective absorption path length 
was 83 cm (see fig_ 1). The incident laser pourr 
was monitored by detector D2 connected to ac 
voltmeter V. 

Since the thermal rate constanls to be measured 
are averaged over the rotational distribution in the 
initial (D. @_level_ it is essential that the relative 
rotational distribution obeys Boltzmann’s law at 
name temperature T_ The rotational distribution 
in the ground state was known to be thermal (see 
section 3.1-l)_ Then excitation by radiation with 
relaiice spectral distribution conforming to 
Plan&-s Iaw at temperature T. would produce a 
thermal relatke rotational distribution in the ex- 
cited state if the population of this state was 
radiation-dominated_ This holds because of de- 
tailed-balance considerations. irrespective of the 
variation of the absorption line strength with J”. 

We no=- ztssume that a the-1 &at& rotational 

Fig 1. Bloc* schcmc of the compktc -~cmen t for ucita- 
tiolr fluore- and thermal emiaioa alcaQEranalu. Ar= 
mgon-ion b. DL = dye w DA = driving amptiticr~ G = 
generator. Chl and Ch2 = chop- CL = a%mating tens: R 
- flame; L = ixnac+g sptem: M - btoc Dl and 
D2 = pho~c-a-dctazor. Lit. Li2 and Li3= M-in amptific 
v- vat-. Fi - Iop;ppsz tilta. R - tU stripchart 
-*_ 



distribution in the pumped (L’_ O)-level is. ap- 
proximately_ also attained when we pump only the 
Q-branch of that level with -a quasi-white light 
source_ (The variation of the Plan& factor with 
waveiength within the width 8X, of the Q-branch 
is negligible. as AX, is at most 0-S nm_) Since the 
actual laser bandwidth AX, was much smaller 
than AX,. we simulated a quasi-white excitation 
within Ah, by sweeping the laser wavelength, at 
constant laser power PL_ over a range AX, = AX, 
at a uniform rate with a repetition frequency of 5 
Hz_ This was achieved by equipping the laser 
cavity with an etalon-tilting device which was 
driven by signal generator G (see fig_ 1) [15]_ The 
rinse-oceruged fluorescence spectrum from the 
pumped (c. S2)-level can then be shown (151 to be 
the same as with a broad-band (quasi-white) laser 

with Ah; = Ah, and uniform spectral power ( P;)h 

= PJAX,. We shall discuss later how well the 
condition of a thermal rotational distribution was 
fulfilled in the observed (c_ 52~levels_ 

3-l-3. Registration of the fluorescence and them& 

enzissioff specrra 

The laser-excited flu0 rescence and thermal 

emission spectra were recorded with scanning 
monochromator IM (0.2 nm/min; bandwidth = 
O-15 nm)_ The fluorescence spectrum was recorded 
through lock-in Li2 by chopping the laser radia- 
tion at 125 Hz by a me&u&al chopper Cb2_ The 
combined fluorescence and thermal emission was 
recorded through Lil by chopping the light beam 
entering the monochromator at 260 Hz by Chl 
(see fig 1) The fluorescence intensities turned out 
to be much smaller than the thermal intensities_ 
The fluorescence and thermal emission spectra 
were recorded simultaneously on a two-channel 
strip&art recorder R The overall response time 
was long compared to the sweep period of the 
laser-wavelength modulation_ The fluctuadons in 
the fluorescence measurements were mainly due to 
thermal emission noise. For a full description we 
refer to refs_ [14,15]_ 

22 Experimental procedures 

The strong, wavelength-integrated, Q-branches 
of the flu0 rescence and thermal emission (Au = 0) 

bands were selected as a measure for 61 and _fe_ 
respectively_ Wavelength-integration was pcr- 
formed with an electronic planimeter (HP 9864&_ 
We corrected for the underlying wings of the P- 
and R-branches by interpolating these wings with 
a straight baseline_ The experimental error in Si/‘lc 
was at most = 10% [15]. 

In the measurement of the fluorescence emitted 
from *he pumped level itself_ we recorded a Au = 
f 1 or - 1 transition in order to avoid contamina- 
tion by straylight from the laser. The 61 values so 
obtained were compared with the I’ values corre- 
sponding to the same Au transition_ This proce- 
dure was not possible when the u’ = 0 level of the 
A, state was pumped, because of overlap of the 
0’ = 0 --, c” = 1 band with strong. collisionally in- 
duced AU = 0 bands from the other doublet com- 
ponent__ Therefore we observed the d = 0 - u” = 0 
band in fluorescence and corrected for strayligit 
as described in ref_ [IS]_ 

The integrated Q-branches measured in fluores- 
cence and thermal emission are an unambiguous 
measure for the laser-induced and thermal popula- 
tions. respectively. only if the ratios between their 
integrated P-. Q- and R-branches are the same_ 

The branch ratios of the fluorescence bands fron 
the collisionahy populated vibrational ievels i ( + p) 

were found to be the same as in thermal equi- 
librium (namely Pr Q I R = 4 I 3 : 1: see table 2). 
This was not the case. however_ for the band 
emitted by the pumped level p_ For the pumped 
L’ = 0 level we measured branch ratios P : Q I R = 
l-7 : 3 I 0.4 in the Ar-diluted flame and P: Q : R = 
1.3 I 3 I 0.3 in the N,-diluted flame. Since the exteut 
of these deviations is not likely to depend on u (see 
section 6.3). we assumed that these branch ratios 
hold for all pumped levels. We applied accordingIy 
a same Q-branch correcfion facror for all pumped 
levels in a given flame. 

In those cases where P-, Q- or R-branches could 
be observed in fluorescence free from overlap by 
other, stronger bands, their individual shapes were 
checked to be similar as in thermal emission_ Th% 
was also the case for the branches belonging to the 
pumped level if the laser spectrum was made 
broad-banded by sweeping its wavelength acres 
the Q-branch (With a narrow-band laser at fired 
wavelength this was clearly not the case [14,15]_) 



Thiis outcome supports our assumption in section 
3-12 that the relative rotational distribution in all 
observed (G- Q)-lev-els was close to thermal also 
under pumping conditions_ We. finally_ checked 
that the fluorescence radiation was unpolarized 
and optical saturation was absent_ 

Another correction, called ot-eriap correction, 

dealt with the partial overlap of the Q-branch used 
in pumping level p_ by P- and R-branches of 
neighbouring 3~’ = 0 absorption bands_ Because of 
this overlap we pumped not only leve1 p but also. 
unintentionally. other levels X- (which may even 
include the observed level i. but not p)_ Conse- 
quently. the laser-induced fluorescence from level 
i. (SZ,),, observed with the laser tuned to the 
Q-branch of p, contained contributions. ( SZj)Pp. 
due to overlap of this branch with the P- or 
R-branches of kr 

(SZ,).=(SZ,),,;C(SZ,).,- (3-l) 
B 

Here ( SZ,),, is the wanted contribution due to 
pumping of level p alone_ WCZ corrected for these 
spurious pumping contributions by suceess~ sve ap- 
proximation as described in ref_ [15]_ 

4. Svpic obserrations 

The vibronic levels that were selected for pump- 
ing are listed in table 3. together with the upper 
levels of the transitions that were observed in 
fluorescence as wel! as in thermal emission. The 
number of pumped levels selected with the N+li- 
luted flame was less than that with the Ar-diluted 
flame because_ in general, with the former flame 
weaker signals were obtained- 

Fie ~ 2 shows two typical spectrograms recorded 
simultaneously in thermai emission and in flue_ms- 
cence when the Q-branch of the (A,, c$ = 0 - X. 
c” = 0) band was pumped with the Ar-dihtted 
f&ne_ We checked from the spectrograms that the 
intensities of the thermal LMnd emissions from the 

A,- and A,-doublet states were the same within 
10% after correction for their different Boltzmann 
and Franck-Condon factors [3] and for the spec- 
tral sensitivity of the spectrometer_ The statistical 
weight factors for the vibronic levels invoIvcd are 

Table 3 
Levcts sdected for pumping and obsenation 

Pumping ObserLa1ion 
levds =’ IcvcIs a’ &-t” 

Al A,: r-=0_ l.._..S( #r;, 0 
A,; r’= C; -1 

L~;=00.1.._..8(Ar) AZ: c’= 0. I..__.8 - 0 
c; = 0. I.__..4 (NT) B:r-‘=O_l 0 

B:d=L3 i-l 

A2 A,: n’= 0_1..__.8 0 
A,: c’= 0. I._._.8 ( f ~$1 0 

L$ = a I.____7 (xr) A,: c’= c; i-1 
c; = 0. I____.4 (X2) Brr==o_ 1 0 

B;r’=L3 il 

=* For explznarion of synboIs see aiso tzblc I: ri denotes 
vibntionrl qu~mu~m number of pumped k\rL The vibm- 
dOMl uxmsitions from the gound state used in Ihe pumping 
process obey Jr = 0; tie obscn& vibrational rszmsitions 10 

the ground stale arc indicated by c’-c=~‘_ Synbols (Ar) and 
(X) refer to tbc cxpcrimcnu in Ihe Ar- and N,-diIuted 
H ,flame. respectively. 

thus the same, as expected theoretieahy, and drop 

out in eq- (2-Q 
From the ratios of the integrated. corrected and 

normalized SZ, values to the corresponding Z,? val- 
ues we obtained the relative population increments 
Sn,, using eqs. (2.7) and (2.8)_ through: 

Sn, = C( SZ,/Z:) exp( - EJk,T). (4.1) 

Here E,, is the known excitation energy of the 
lowest rctational level of level i, specified by 
quantum numbers (v, Q). with respect to that of 
the lowest rotational level of the A(4 l/2)-state. 
The cons--t of proportionality C. which is inde- 
pendent of i. contains, among others. the total 
density cf YO molecules and the ratio of the 
(effective> flame volumes observed in fluorescence 
and in thermal emission_ respectively- We note 
that this constant drops out when calculating the 
Sn,,&, ratios through eq_ (U)_ The reduced Sni 
values obtained from the observations through eq. 
(4.1) with C= 1 for different pumping modes are 
collected in tables 4 and 5 for the Ar- and N,-flame, 
respectively_ The error intervals indicated refer 
only to the uncertainty in the integration of the 
Q-branches due to noise in the recorded spectra- 
The last column in these tables lists the SnQ values 
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as defined by eq- (2.4) and again reduced accord- highest Ievel observed in fluoreseenee and the 
ing to erg (4.1) with C= 1_ These vafues were higher lying, unobserved levels. (Partial Bohzmann 
estimated From fluorescence and thetmal emission equilibrium w-as found to exist already between 
measurements on (B-X) and (A-X) bands com- the highes? observed levels.) The contribution of 
bined with extrapolations to the higher tying, the unobserved A’ leveIs to 6n, was estimated by 
unobserved levels. In this ezztrapolation we as- setting 5 [defined in eq. (24)] equal to the ratio 
sumed partial Bokzmann equilibrium between the 2 I 1 of the statistical weights of the A’- and B-states 
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5. ColIisionaI rate constants 

_5_ I_ Rest&s obruined by numerical sohaion 

Following the method described in section 2-2.2 
we solved numericaliy (by means of a Digital PDP 
11/40 computer) the normalized collisional rate 
constants. ki,/ W. from a set of M( N - 1) mastcf 
equations of the type of eq_ (2.5). using the data in 
tables 4 and 5_ With regard to the large number of 
unknowns we first solved the equations under the 
assumption: k, = 0 for jumps Ii -jl> m with nr = 
2_ Next we solvd the equations again choosing 
successively nr = 3. 4. _ _ _ until the kij vahxs for 
small ii -j! jumps converged while those for large 
jumps became vanishingiy small or meaningless_ 

The normalized rate constants k&W are tabu- 
lated in tables 6 and 7 for the Ar- and N+hiuted 
fIame. respectively_ Note that i. j denote the num- 
bering of the (u’. f&levels in order of increasing 
energy in the rows and columns. respectively. so 
that each block corresponds to a particular i +j 
transition_ We checked that an overafl variation in 

.$’ (which was chosen equal to 2 irt our k;. calcula- 
tions: cf. eq. (2.4) and-section 4) by a fgctor of 2 
did not significantly affect the calculations. Also a 
stochastic variation of = &-30% in the individual 
6n, values in tables 4 and 5 did not significantly 
affect the larger Ir,, values: only some smaller ones 
show-ed variations up to 508. 

52 Resulrs obtained by successit-e appro_rharion 

It appeared from the calculations mentioned 
above that collisional transitions between the 
doublet components with the same vibrational 
quantum number and those beween neighbouring 
vibrational ievels of the same doublet component 
are comparatively strong_ Therefore we calculated 
the corresponding rate constants also more di- 
rectly by the simplified method of successive ap- 
proximation as described in section 2_t3_ The 
results of these calculations were initially nor- 
malized by dividing them by the ocerai~ depopula- 
tion rate constant R. while neglecting the depen- 
dence of R on the number j of the final level_ In 
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=’ Whcnmcr two figures ye found in the same block. tbc upper one is obtained by aumcri Cal solution of die gartrst raw cqrutions 

(section 5.1) and rhe lourr one by succnx.6 ric approximation of the simplified rate equations (section 52). All olher figures art 
obtaimd by &e former melhod_ Wixh both mcdzods tbe - norxri&zation W-I is applied_ Negative vaiucs. shicb ye ph+caily 
B or x;au dcxbtful Mfuer are p&cd betuwcn pawntbaes bus M listed to show the consistency Iimit of KIBC olcuIations. 
Blocks far away from the diagonal were left blank because the connpomiing figures appeared to be statistic@y insignificant 
Estimazcd rcfatisz -IS in chc doubly. singly and not underfined (positiw~f figures are: z 25% W-25% and c 10%. rcspasiwly_ 



order to compare them with the k,,/W v&~es 

calculated in section 5-I we renortnahzed (X-,/R) 
by multiplying them by (R/W). using the rela- 
tionr R = E_ xi,= + W [compare eq. (2-S) with eq_ 
(2.9)j. E= kI--/W was obtained by adding up the 
X-,=/W values appearing in thejth row in tables 6 
or 7_ It turned out that (x= k&W+ 1) was. virtu- 
ally. constant and equal tc l-6 (+0-l) for the 
N#luted flame. whereas it varied slowly between 
= 2.8 and 20 as a function ofj for the Ar-diluted 
flame The renormahzed (k,JR )( R/W) rdues 
are also presented in tables 6 and 7 where they 
appear as the lower figure in the appropriate 
blocks. 

53. Comparison of numerical and simplified 

melha& of cakzdalion 

The resuits obtained from the simplified rate 
equations (see the lower figures in the appropriate 
blocks in tables 6 and 7) exceed those obtained 

Tabk 7 

cz.dcuIatcd RocRIJliLsd l-ate coI1stallu I-,, for binary mllision- 
indoccd rmnsitioos in rhc N2-dilurcd fiamr =’ 

l- 

a) See botno~c a) of table 6. 

J 

111 I 312 

numerically from the general rate equations, on 
the whole. by = 50%. However_ the results of both 
methods of calculation show mutual agreement as 
to the fulfilment of the detailed-balance relation 
(see section 6.1). 

The systernaticahy higher outcome of the sim- 
plified method of calculation might be caused by 
the fact that the_&derlying condition k,,/R e 1 
is not generally met in the Ar-flame where some 
kij/ W values are as large as I.5 wherez R/W is 
= 25 (see table 6 and section 5_2)_ This condition 
is somewhat better fulfilLi’ in the N,-frame where 
kii/ W is maximally but OS and R/W = 1_6_ We 
thus believe that the results obtained by the 
numerical method of calculation are the more re- 
alistic ones_ 

5.4. lnrernai consisrefiq of rhe es-perinienral resuhs 

The scatter between the indi\-iduai normalized 
rate constants for a given type of transition at 
successive vibrational quantum numbers is clearly 
larger than anticipated from their estimated error 
limits Also- some of the rate constants iisted in 
tables 6 and 7 turn out to be neggtil-e_ For the 
N,-flame these negative values may easiIy be 
ascribed to_ statistical inaccuracies_ For the Ar- 
flame a few unexpected large and systematically 
neggtive values appear. that cannot so easily be 
tiplamed_ We thus believe the data of the N+isme 
to be more reIiable than those of the other flame 
It is safe to regard differences up to 0.1 in the 
normalized rate izonstants as statistic&y insignifi- 
cant_ 

6. Discussion and condusiom 

6. I. Consisfemy check 

We discuss here the validity of the assumptions 
made in our calculations and the internal con- 
sistency of the experimental results. 

6.1. I. 77re nornzaIizarion rare constam W 

The rate constants listed in tables 6 and 7 u-et-e 
normalized with respect to W (see definition in 
section 2.2.X). We assumed that W was the same 



for all (a_ ,O)-levels investigated_ In order to check 
this assumption and to convert the normalized rate 
constants to absolute vaiues we derived W from 
the quantwn efficiency of fluorescence Y_ We deline 
Y as the fraction of absorbed (laser) photors that 
is re-emitted in ali directions in the same or other 
bands of the considered electronic transition (here: 
A’IT-X ‘Z). In the steady-state. the rate of excita- 
tion from the ground state by photon absorption 
balances the rate of quenching plus radiative tr.-.n- 
sitions back to the ground state_ This balance leads 
to the foliowing expression for I- [I]: 

Y=A/(A tk,). (6-l) 

where A is the Einstein coefficient for spontaneous 
emission and k, the rate constant for quenching 
collisions_ Disreggrding the existence of other e-x- 
cited electronic states in YO. we can equate iv. 
vir tualiy. to (A -c- X-,). By determining Y we thus 
find from eq_ (6-l) an approximate value of 1v_ rl 
being known. 

Since the laser-excitation rate could not be di- 
rectly measured (because of low absorption in the 
flame)_ we calculated Y from our experimental 
data (for details see ref_ [15])_ In this calcuiation 
we used the effective spectral volume densitv of 
the wavelength-modulated laser beam. the known 
ratio of population increment Sn, to thermal popu- 
lation ~2:. the theoretical Bohztnann ratio of n: to 
the thermal ground-state population. and the theo- 
retical relation between the Einstein coefficients 
for absorption and spontaneous emission_ Pump- 
ing successivels the vibmtional levels C, = 0, _ _ _ -4 
of either doublet state we found Y-values lying in 
the mnge (l-2-2-4) x lo-’ with both flames. Sub- 
stituting the mean value Y = 2 x 10-z and A = 3 
X 10’ s-r in eq_ (6-l) we found lY= (1.6 f 50%) 
x10* s-1 for both flames_ By multiplying a!1 
figures in tables 6 and 7 by this common factor we 
get the ubsofure rate constants_ 

The absence of a pronounced dependence of Y 
on the pumped level supports the assumption made 
in section 5 that W is independent of i (at least up 
to i = 10) in both flames. We note in this connec- 
tion that. roughly speaking, half of the total fiuo- 
rescence from the A’H doublet states is emitted 
from the pumped level_ A pronounced dependence 

of IY on i would thus manifest itself as a depen- 
dence of Y on the pumped level_ 

Since Y appears to be small compared to unity. 
the relative population distribution in the A’Il 
doublet states is coIhion-dontiaated (i-e_ k, z=+ A). 
This supports the assumption made in sections 2 
and 3 that.. in the absence of laser excitation. the 
A’KI levels are populated according to the Boitz- 
mann law_ 

4_ 2.2 Derailed-balance resK 

If the mte constants are truly thermal and 
correctly measured. the ratio X-,/k,, should obey 
the detailed-balance (DB) relation giv-sn by eq- 
(2.1) in combination with eq. (2.S). Table S lists 
weighted average ratios of the normalized rate 
constants for exoergic and imerse endoergic pure 
lAGi= 1 or [&:I = 1 transitions .-_ We note that the 
normalization mte constant IY drops out in these 
ratios_ The theoretical ratios are also listed- 

The experimental ratios obtained by the general 
and the simplified methods are in mutual agree- 
ment within their combined error limits. The two 
experimental X-,,/X-,, ratios for pure mixing (@Cl 
= 1; AC- = 0) transitions agree within 20%. with the 
theoretical ratio in the h&-flame_ In the Ar-flame 
the experimental ratios for the same process are 
systematically less by at least 20% than the theo- 
retical ratio_ On the other hand. the experimental 
ratios for the pure @cl = 1 transitions tend :o 
exceed the theoretical ratios. 

These deviations can hardly be explained by a 
systematic but unnoticed dependence of IY on c or 
9 [ 1511 in addition a dependence of the quenching 
rate constant X;, (which is contained in II=) on 
spin-orbit coupling is not expected for Ar as 
collision partner; see also the end of section 6.1.1. 
(for N, such dependence can be excluded because 
of the good agreement between the experimental 
and theoretical ratios for pure mixing collision_) 

A more intriguing question is whether the colli- 
sional rate constants derived from the hze-acer- 

age.! population increments &I, with modulated 
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Iaser wavelength (see section 3-1.2) are trui? rlrer- 
nzal. even if the time-averaged rotational disrribu- 
tions are thermal. At each moment during the 
wavelength-modulation period the rotational dis- 
tribution in the pumped (~7‘. C)-level has been 
shown to be non-thermal [14.15]_ If the rate con- 
stants for collisional transitions to other (I.. O)- 
levels depend on the initial rotational quantum 
number (cf. section 6.2.4). the momentaneous rate 
constants for (c, f?)-transitions are non-thermal_ 
too_ Howe\-er_ one can prove that the laser-in- 
duced increments in (L-_ Cl)-level populations when 
averaged ov-er time are strictly connected by ther- 
mal rate constants when the time-averaged rota- 
tional distributions are thermal_ This proof is based 
on the linearity of the complete relaxation matrix 
which includes transitions between specific rotn- 
tional levels [15]. So the deviations from the DB 
ratio observed in table 3 cannot be ascribed to our 
laser-wavelength modulation teehnique as such. 

The deviations from the DB ratios might be 
caused by departures of the time-averaged rota- 
tional distribution in the excited state from a 
Boltzmann distribution_ I! is true that we found 
the shapes of the P-_ Q- and R-branches in the 
time-averaged fluorescence spectrum to conform 
grossly to the corresponding shapes in the thermal 
emission spectrum (sze section 3.2). However_ 
slight_ unnoticed departures from a Boltzmann 
distribution_ especially at high J-levels_ might have 
a noticeable effect on the measured rate constants 
if the rate constants for specific rovibronic transi- 
tkns depend markedly on J. The dependence on 
initial J-value may be different for pure mixing 
and pure vibrational transitions; it may also be 
different for Nz and Ar as collision partner_ This 

could explain why in the X,-flame the esperimen- 
tat ratios do conform to the DB ratios for pure 
mixing collisions but not for pure vibrational tran- 
sitions. and why in the Ar-flame deviations (of 
opposite sign!) were found for both transitions. 

(5.L I. General rrenak in zhe experimenral rule 
COIISIO?llS 

Since the normalization rate constant W has the 
same. constant value (within 50%) in both flames. 
the gross trends noted in tables 6 and 7 for the 
normalized rate constants apply also to their abso- 
lute valuc~ 

In both flames the rate constants for e~oergic 
pure doublet-mixing_ pure AL- = - 1 and pure Lc- 
= -2 transitions decrease_ on the average. in this 
order. The rate constants for combined mixing and 
vibrational transitions are comparatively small_ 

No systematic dependence on ,‘? was found for 
pure ZW = - 1 transitions_ 

The rate constants for pure doublet-mixing col- 
lisions (up to L_ = 3) are systematically larger in the 
Ar-flame than in the N,-flame. 

The probability of an C- and/or rehanging 
collision within the A state is less than that of a 
quenching collision in the N,-flame (because 
kjj/ W 5 O-4 and W = xT9: see section 6_1_1). In the 
Ar-flame pure mixing collisions in the L’ - 0 state 
are even more probable than quenching collisions_ 

Since our flames contained about equal con- 
ccntrations of Hz0 and N2 or Ar. we cannot 
associate the measured _mte constants with a 
specific collision partner. By keeping the absolute 
Hz0 concentration the same in the Ar- and N,- 



flame. we can. however. ascribe the differences in 
rate constants to differences in Ar and N2 as 
collision partner_ We note that it was not possible 
tc vary the H,O L Ar (or N,) concentration ratio 
over a significant range without drastically chang- 
ing the flame temperature_ Anyway_ the similarity 
in the values of iY ( = k,) found in the two flames 
points to Ar being as effective as N, in quenching 
the A’fI state_ Disreggrding tentatively Ha0 as 
collision partner wc calculate an upper limit of 
= 40 2 for the effective cross sections of N, and 
Ar for inducing (C = 3/2 - l/Z: c = 0) transi- 
tions_ 

6_ 2.’ ,~,lu~riple-collision conditions 

Since nmny of the normalized rate constants 
li,,/IZ’ are of order unity. molecules pumped into 
thz A=TI-state have a good chance to undergo 
more than one VET or doublet-mixing collision 
during their lifetime (= If’- ’ )_ Multiple collisions 
are also manifest from the observed population of 
levels that lie far away from the pumped Ievel (see 
tables 4 and 5). We note that the probability of a 
large [i -jI jump in a single collision appeared to 
&z comparatively small. LMultiple collisions lead 
ultimately to the observed partial Boltzmann 
population distribution among the levels far above 
the pumped level. 

The stationary fluorescence method described 
in this paper has thus proved to bc capable. in 
principle_ of yielding (normalized) rate constants 
for single-collision transitions between specific 
(~7. I)-lcveis under mulripfe-collision condirions. 

The toll paid for this is the complexity of solving a 
set of simultaneous linear rate equations_ 

/i _‘. _t_ Deruiied-bcdnce relation 

The measured rate constants for (cr. I2)-transi- 
tions are weighted averages over the relative veloc- 
ity as well as over the initial rotational energy 
distribution_ There is no doubt that the disttibu- 
tion of the relative velocities conforms to Maxwell’s 
law in our ftames_ If the rate constants for (c, I(z)- 
transitions depend markedly on initial J-value (cf. 
section 624). the measured, averaged rate con- 
stants have an unambiguous (be it incomplete) 
physical meaning only if the rotational energy 
distributions conform to Bol tztnann’s law_ If the 

rate constants for (c. -Q)-transitions would be in- 
dependent of initial J-value. the physical meaning 
of the measured rate constants is not only unam- 
biguous but also complete_ In both cases u-e can 
unambiguously identify the measured values as 
rhermaI rate constants_ They are exactly reproduci- 
ble (at given perturber density) if the translational 
-as well as rotational degrees of freedom conform 
to Maxwell-Boltzmann equilibrium. This adds to 
the practical significance of the measured rate 
constants in work with gases in which these de- 
grees of freedom are equilibrated. 

A sensitive check on the occurrence of thermal 
rate constants is the detailed-balance test (see sec- 
tion 6.1.4.). The DB relation for the translationally 
and rotationally a\-eraged rate constants holds 
strictly irrespective of the actual jumps in transla- 
tional or rotational energy that accompany any 
(c’. a)-tran-ition. (These jumps may easily out- 
weigh the jump in vibronic energy as the f_s_ 
splitdng and the vibrational quantum are = ik,T 
and ik,T. respectively_) Of course. the measured 
rate constants yield no detailed information about 
these combined jumps in internal and translational 
energy_ Also_ tht dependence of the thermal rate 
constants on temperature has not been investi- 
gated_ (The slight difference of = 100 K in flame 
temperatures was considered as insignificant_) 

One should be cautious in relating a priori the 
conjugated rate constants k, and kij for inelastic 
collisions by detailed-balance_ This applied espe- 
cially to cases when the measured rate constants 
are weighted avcragcs over an internal (here: rota- 
tional) degree of freedom that is not specified in 
the experiment_ We recommend here that the de- 
tailed-balance relation be applied - in contrast to 
common usage - as an ex postfacto check on the 
experiments_ The close agreement between the ex- 
perimental and theoretical 15,/k,, ratios for pure 
doublet-mixing collisions in the &-flame verifies 
that these rate constants are close to their themtal 
values_ This agreement also substantiates the ap- 
plicability of our experimental method. 

6.21. Comparison w-irh other experimental and 

theoretical data 

Only recently quanti:ative data have become 
available that clearly show the pronounced depen- 



dence of the rate constant for collisional ( r+, Ji) -f 
(0,. J,) transitions on initial and final rotational 
quantum numbers. Ji and Jr [IS]_ These experi- 
ments were performed on Li r(A’S’) molecules 
perturbed by Xe atoms in a cell. using Iaser-induced 
fluorescence spectroscopy_ The total rate constant 
obtained by summation over J, appeared to de- 
pend markedly on Ji_ For given Ji_ the distribution 
over Jr was strongly peaked_ especially so for ~‘t = 
ci - X transitions_ Experiments with other noble 
gases have yielded similar results. except for He 
[19]_ The authors have concluded that to a large 
extent the sum of vibrational and rotational en- 
ergy is conserved in vibrationaliy inelastic colli- 
sions_ The ii-dependence may explain_ by analqv_ 
some of the features found in our work (see sec- 
tions 6_1_4_ and 6.2.3.). 

The conclusions in ref. [lS] are supported by 
tMonte Carlo quasiclassical trajectory calculations 
on Ar+ HF ground-state collisions [ZO]. in these 
calculations. based on a modified infinite-order- 
sudden-approximation. a diatomics-in-triatomic 
sum potential was used: 

= vM(rHF )+ v,~~~:,,,,)+ “t_,tr.rF)- 

where V%r denotes a Morse potential and V,, a 
Lennard-Jones potential_ Such calculations on 
YO(A ‘ll ) colliding with Ar are. however. 
hampered by lack of knowledge of the (excited) 
Y-Ar and O-Ar potentials. 

As far as we know. in only one other e.uperi- 
mere qualitative features in the rotational. vibra- 
tional and intramultiplet transfer have been no- 
ticed [7]. These observations were made in a gas 
flow of Ar with YO vapour at low pressure and 
low temperature_ Collisions of Ar atoms with 

YO(A &,z. u = 1) mohzcules. excited by a nar- 
row-band dye laser. resulted in a population of the 

(A nt,. u = 2) level which exceeded that of the 

(A n,z- n = 1) level_ There is a seeming contradic- 
tion between this and our results. This may be 
c~plained by considering that in the former experi- 
ment the rotational distribution (not specified by 
the author) in the pumped band is probably 
peaked. whereas in our experiments this distribu- 
tion was fairly equilibrated_ This again points to a 
marked dependence of the rate constant on Ji_ 

The larger rate constants obtained with Ar 
compared to N,. as found by us. are in agreement 
with the measurements of Ed&rein and Huestis 
[12] on the excited doublet-levels of BaCI. In- 
tramultiplet transfer from (C 2r15fl_ a = 0) to 
(CVI,,. c=o. 1, 2) was observed with Ar_ He 
and Nz as perturber. Also in this case the rate 
constants obtained with Ar were larger (by about a 
factor 3) than with N,_ Our upper limit of 40 A’ 
for the intratnultiplet transfer cross sections is 
three times larger than the cross section for the 
corresponding process found with BaCL 

The cross sections for intramultiplet transfer 
from the CdH(A’lI,,,,l. c: = 0) level to the lower 
lying (AZIItfl) level with Ar and He have been 
found to be smaller than 5 A’ [ 11). This low value 
might be due to the much z_rsater level separations. 

It is also interesting to compare the cross sec- 
tions for pure doublet mixing in YO with those 
found in alkali atoms. The Cs(6’P) doublet sep- 
aration ( = 550 cm- ’ ) is about equal to that in 
YO(A’II) (see table 1). With Nz as perturber the 
e_xoergic Cs mixing cross section has been mea- 
sured to be 55 A’: in a flame [Zi]. With 4r the 
corresponding cross section. measured in a vapour 
cell. is vanishingly smali ( +z 1 A’ ) [22]. The cross 
sections for Cs and YO with N, agree mutually as 
to order of magnitude. but not so with Ar_ The 
theoretical models invoked to explain the very 
small mixing cross section for Cs with Ar [I] are 
thus not applicable to the case of YO. 

6.3. Solve by-products 

In our experiments we could not detect any 
thermal emission or laser-induced fluorescence 
from the A* h state to the ground state. whereas in 
chemiluminescence experiments at low pressure 
this transition has been detected [17]_ Estimating 
mixing coefficients between the A’% and A’II 
quantum states an Einstein mmsifion probobitiy 

ratio of 2 x lo-’ has been calculated in this paper 
for the (A’z.jr-_ D’= 0 --,X ‘2. ty”= 0) and 
(A’l-+. d = 0 -, X ‘2, c” = 0) transitions_ We 
must conclude from our intensity-calibrated re- 
cordings of the thermal emission spectrum that 
this ratio cannot exceed 2 x lo-‘. assuming ther- 
mal equilibrium in the N,-diluted flame. There is 



thus a discrepancy of (at Ieast) two orders of 
magnitude_ 

A second by-product. connected with our Q- 
branch correction (section 3-2). concerns the pur- 
riaf par-& consercmion of the rotational levels in 
the pumped vibrational level p. The symmetry 
properties of rotational revels in diatomics are 
dcsignatcd by distinguishing bctu-ccn e- and f- 
fevels. depending on the symmetry of the molecu- 
lar wavefunction wi:h respect to insersion of the 
space-fixed reference system_ Accordin@y_ e-Ievels 
have parity -( - I)” tlz_ whereas f-levels have 
parity +( - I)” rE_ In the case of Q-branch exci- 
tation of YQ(II + 2). only f-levels can be popu- 
fated [5_t5_23j_ If no e-f transfer collisions occur. 
lines originating from e-levels wiIl thus be missing 
in the fluorescence spectrum. As a consequence. 
the P: Q I R fhrorescence intensity ratio wiII be 
1 L 3 I 0 [15.24] instead of 4 I 3 I 1 as expected theo- 
retically in thermal equilibrium (table 2)_ We recall 
that the latter ratio applies to our therma: emis- 
sion spectrum_ The actuaiiy observed fhrorescence 
intensity ratios beionging to Q-branch excitation 
are I-7 I 3 : 0.4 and 1.3 : 3 I 0.3 in the Ar- and I\i,di- 
lured name_ respectively (see section 3-Z). Total 
preservation of e/f symmetry in YO (_4’II ) has 
been observed by Linton [7] at much lower Ar 
pressure_ An interpretation of this propensity rufe 
has been given by Gottscho (251. whereas 
_Afexander [26] has presented a full cIose-coupling 
theory of this rule for a collision between an ‘lI 
moIecuIe (Hund’s case a) and a structureless target 
particte. He has shown that when a sudden-ap- 
proximation formulation of the collision dynamics 
or a Born distorted-wave approximation is ap- 
propriate- rotationally ineIastic transitions con- 
serving this symmetry index will be strongly 
favoured at Ip=e vahres of total internal angular 
momentum_ The theory also shows that this pro- 
pensity rule does not hold for coltisional transi- 
tions between ‘fIsr_ and “IT,, states. The condi- 
tion of large total internal angular momentum is 
well met at the temperature OF our ffames. We 
conclude that the above fluorescence intensity 
ratios found in our flames for the pumped vibronic 
levek with Q-branch excitation do not much de- 
viate from the ratio predicted if e/f parity-index 
were p reserved. The relatively smalt deviations 

might be due to excitation of molecarIes with Iow 
f-values and/or to successive collisions transfer- 
ring pumped YQ mofecules to other vibronic Ievels 

and back into the pumped level. In this connection 
we reca.iI that the fhtorescence intensity ratios from 
the other. collisionaiiy repopulated vibronic levels 
agree with those in thermal emission_ We can 
conclude therefrom that doublet-mixing or vibra- 
tionally inelastic collisions do not preserve the 
parity-index e/f_ The former conclusion is sup- 
ported by theory [26]_ 
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